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Paul lived at a Lifeways shared supported 
living service in Newark, Nottinghamshire, 
for eight years. He’d been wanting to move 
into his own home for a while to be closer to 
Sherwood forest, where he works.

Kirsty Hunter, the manager of his service, 
supported Paul to find properties in the area – 
the first one being a bungalow which he was 
successful in getting – and it’s in the perfect 
location for him.

Thriving
Paul has been at his bungalow for a couple of 
months now. He’s thriving, is still supported by 
Lifeways, and is so much happier. 

The move was the absolute best thing  
for him, as he got all the independence  
he craved. That’s great to hear, Paul!

Paul gets his  
own bungalow!

Emma settles into  
her new home in 
Glossop, Derbyshire 
Emma moved into her new home  
in February. She’s settling in - and  
loving it! 

This is the first time Emma has lived 
away from her family home. She’s 
enjoying being more independent  
and has already started to do her  
own household tasks. 

During the COVID restrictions, Emma 
has enjoyed countryside walks near the 
service with her friend Cathy. 

You can see Emma and Cathy together 
here in the photos!

Gift time for Josh! 
Josh, who lives at one of our supported living 
services in Stoke-on-Trent, Staffordshire 
recently celebrated his birthday in January.  
As you can see, he had a fantastic day!

Planting time for Kate and Sarah! 
Strawberry and potato-planting time for  
Kate and Sarah, who live at our supported 
living service in Liverpool. Roll on summer! 
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“Kind, caring, and responsive”: 
The three words people we support – and their  
families – used to describe Lifeways in 2020 
Our 2019-2020 satisfaction survey results 
are in! People we support across the UK say 
they’re happy with the support they receive 
and find the teams they work with to be kind, 
caring and responsive.

According to Lifeways’ annual satisfaction 
survey for 2019-2020, 95% of people we 
support – up from 80% in the 2018 survey – 
who were surveyed said they felt:

• involved with planning their support

• listened to

• supported to stay healthy and well

• and that the support received met  
their needs

In addition, families and guardians of the 
people Lifeways support across the UK  
said the best thing about what we provide  
is our focus on promoting independence  
and person-centred support.

Here’s some highlights of what families 
and guardians told us:

“Everything is done in the best interest 
of my relative. Staff don’t ‘rest on their 
laurels’ but continually try to improve  
on what has been achieved.”

The Support Workers themselves  
are all wonderful and my son gets on 
with them all.”

“Staff are caring, interact well with  
our daughter and we feel they have  
her best interests at heart.”

“They are such a fantastic Support 
Team. Our son is so very happy. We 
feel very lucky to have such wonderful 
people caring for our son.”

“The Support Team are more than 
devoted and I can’t express this strongly 
enough.”

Here’s some of the most popular words 
the people we support used to describe 
life at Lifeways:

Here’s some highlights of what  
people we support told us:

“This is the first place I have lived  
that feels like home.”

“The Support Team have helped me 
achieve things I thought I would never 
do again – like riding a bike again.”

“All staff are excellent. They have a 
laugh and make my day good fun.”

“I am listened to, have  
amazing relationships!”

community

support

home

life
happy

shopping
cooking

friendly

activities

listening

living
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Lola the puppy in Warrington, Cheshire has been voted by Support Teams  
and our online community to be Lifeways’ cutest pet of the year!

As some of the almost 5,000 people we support at Lifeways are proud pet-owners,  
we decided to hold a competition on social media and on our website.

Introducing Lifeways’ Cutest 
Pet of the Year!

Valentine’s Day for George and Jane! 
Roses are red, violets are blue, Lifeways’ 
support, is focused on you! 

George and Jane at Lifeways’ supported  
living service at Newcastle-under-Lyme, 
Staffordshire, celebrated Valentine’s Day  
with a fantastic dinner!

A professional new hairstyle for Frank!

Luckily for Frank, who lives at our supported 
living service in Birkenhead, Wirral, one Support 
Worker at the service is a trained hairstylist.  
So when Frank wanted to dye his hair blond,  
he knew who to call! 

Pawsome pet
Lola the puppy, seen here with Naomi at  
our Warrington supported living service, 
scooped up over 100 votes to win the title.  
The competition was held to mark “Love  
Your Pet Day” in February. But this won’t 
be the only time we’ll be holding pet 
competitions this year. Stay tuned!

The runners-up
2nd Place:  
Tyson the dog, pictured 
here with Pat in 
Skelmersdale, Lancashire

3rd Place:  
Coco the kitten, pictured 
here with Beth in Bolton, 
Greater Manchester

4th Place: Tom and 
Jerry, cats who are 
brothers, pictured here 
with Dan in Stoke-on-
Trent, Staffordshire
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Ray, who’s one of the individuals we support at 
Lifeways, moved into one of our self-contained 
supported living apartments in Worcestershire 
in January – and he says it’s changed his life.

Finally happy
Here, in his own words, Ray, who lives with a 
learning disability and autism, tells his story on 
how he went from being unhappy in a shared 
house, to finally getting his own place with 
Lifeways, at our supported living service in 
Worcester, Worcestershire.

Ray’s story:
“My name is Ray and I am 22 years old.

I have a learning disability and spent most of 
my teenage years in foster care. I remained with 
my foster family in aftercare until I was 20 and 
then moved to a supported living shared house.

I found this a difficult place to live because I 
didn’t get on with anyone else that lived there, 
and most of the staff did not understand what 
support I need. I didn’t know how to change 
this situation and became very unhappy for a 
long time.”

Ready to be more independent
“I plucked up the courage to ask my social 
worker if I could move to a place of my own. I 
still needed some support, but I was ready, at 
22, to be more independent.

My social worker arranged an assessment  
with Lifeways - they had a vacancy in a 
supported living flat.”

“My life has turned 
around since I moved 
to my own flat”: 
Ray’s story 

Nervous at first
“I was nervous about my assessment, but I 
had no need to be. Jo, the assessor, was very 
helpful, caring, friendly and, best of all, she 
used language I could understand.

She listened to me and waited for me to give 
my answers. I had to talk about my past, but 
Jo listened and it felt good to talk about the 
things I had bottled up for years.”

My new home and why I’m happy:

• I finally have my own independence. 

• I keep my bedroom tidy - this is a new habit!

• I love not having to share a kitchen and only 
having a small space in a fridge - and not 
being watched while I cook and eat.

• I love cooking for myself - it is easier to eat 
healthily when I have time to cook.

• All the staff in my new place are lovely. They 
treat me like an adult, but are always there to 
help when I need it.

• I can make my own decisions about what I 
do in my own home. I feel happy every day.

• Moving to my own place was the best  
thing ever! If you truly pour your heart  
into what you believe, amazing things  
can, and will, happen.
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Six tips to boost your  
self-esteem, right now

The six tips are:

1. Smile. 
Smiling is the quickest win in this article. When you smile, your 
brain gets a positive message - and very quickly boosts that feeling 
of wellbeing and inner calm. Yes, it’s really that easy!

2. Accomplish something. 
Cook a meal from scratch. Declutter your living space. Start a new book. 
However big or small the accomplishment, self-esteem comes from 
achievement - rather than praise from that achievement. Accomplishing 
something builds your inner sense of confidence and personal control.

3. Get creative. 
Sketch the view from the window. Change the lyrics of your favourite pop 
song. Plant a window box of herbs. By using different parts of your brain, being 
creative boosts self-esteem - and can even boost your performance at work.

4. Hold your head high - literally. 
Like with smiling, correcting your posture by holding your head high 
sends signals to your brain. These signals boost inner confidence, and 
increase oxygen to your brain. Yes – there really are direct links between 
your emotions and your muscles moving and body posture.

5. Take 2 minutes to appreciate yourself. 
First, think about one, two or three things you appreciate about yourself. Is it that 
you can be kind? Is it that you were able to forgive someone? Then, write these 
things down. This way, you’ll better remember what you appreciate about you.

6. Do someone a favour. 
Get someone you live with a cup of tea, pay them a compliment or order 
a small gift for a friend. Doing someone a favour releases your feel-good 
hormones so you feel rewarded and happy. Kindness really does matter.

February was Boost Your Self-Esteem Month. But as there’s never a bad time to boost  
your self-esteem, we’re listing six things you can do right now to feel good about being you.

A big thanks to our mental health experts at SIL, which is part of the Lifeways Group,  
for sharing these tips.
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What is self-esteem and why is it important for me? 
Put simply, self-esteem is how you view 
yourself, and how your see your value. 
Developing and maintaining a positive sense  
of self is fundamental to good mental health.

Maintaining it
Whether or not you receive support  
with your mental health, we can all do a  
lot to boost and maintain our mental and 
emotional health and well-being.

According to research, one of the key  
things you can do is build your own  
positive self-esteem. Difficult and  
stressful life experiences can negatively  
affect your self-esteem. 

Sudden change
These can include worries about money, 
relationship or family problems, and physical 
and mental health problems. 

Your self-esteem can change suddenly,  
or you might have had low self-esteem  
since you were a child.

Life-long journey
Having low self-esteem for a long time can 
make it hard to understand your feelings 
- and then make positive changes.

That’s why boosting your own self-esteem  
is a life-long journey.

Hear from Christopher and  
Michael in Sutton-in-Ashfield
Since opening last summer, one of our supported living services in Sutton-in-Ashfield, 
Nottinghamshire has been providing support to adults with complex needs.

Here’s what Christopher and Michael, two people we support, say about life there:

Michael:
“I like it here, I really do,” says Michael. “I like 
everything about it. I find the privacy really 
nice. It’s perfect.”

“The staff are really nice and friendly.”

One of Michael’s goals is to increase his 
independence and gain more confidence to do 
household chores, which his Support Team are 
working on with him. “I hope to be able to do 
my own laundry in time to come.”Christopher:

“I like it here and it’s very nice,” says 
Christopher. “The staff are nice and it’s a lovely 
area to live in.”

Christopher’s looking forward to be able to 
have friends stay over – which isn’t possible 
under current COVID-19 restrictions. 

“Friends are of big importance to people,” 
he says. Christopher hopes to be able keep 
improving his health during his time at 
Mulberry Lodge.
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“So incredibly proud”
After nine months on the treadmill, 
Brian reverses his diabetes

A treadmill and a fantastic Support Team  
have helped Brian, a person we support  
at Lifeways, reverse his diabetes.

Several years ago, Brian, who lives at one of our 
supported living services in Liverpool received 
his diabetes diagnosis.

Distressing news
Then, by the end of 
2019, medication could 
no longer help lower 
Brian’s blood sugar levels. 
He faced daily insulin 
injections, which he would 
have found distressing.

He was also advised to 
exercise more, and eat 
healthier food.

However, moving more and eating less wasn’t 
going to be easy for Brian. He likes to eat a lot, 
and prefers to stay home.

Creating a plan
So Brian’s Support Team put together a  
plan. The team supported him to buy a 
treadmill – and Brian started using it for  
15 minutes every day.

After several weeks of using the treadmill,  
he increased his time spent on the treadmill  
to 30 minutes a day. 

The team also supported Brian to tweak his 
diet, adding healthier, lower-calorie meals.

Cancelled appointments
As lockdown hit, external support for Brian 
decreased, and his appointments were 
cancelled for around eight months.

Yet the pandemic wouldn’t stop Brian.  
After several more months, he’d got up to  
90 minutes on the treadmill every day,  
losing 5kg as a result.

In retreat
When Brian was able to safely see his diabetic 
nurse once again, his results came back.

“The results came back with the best news 
any of us could have hoped for,” said Liam 
McDonald, Brian’s Support Team Leader.

As Brian’s blood sugar levels had begun to 
lower, his diabetes was in retreat – and,  
much to Brian’s relief, he would no longer  
need insulin injections.

“To say we are proud of Brian is an 
understatement,” added Liam.

“Happy and healthy’
“It hasn’t always been easy. Brian has had 
to work hard on his goals and has been 
committed to make the changes despite  
not always feeling motivated or in good  
spirits due to lockdown and being unable  
to see his family.”

“It has been a difficult journey, and one we  
will need to keep working on, but we are all  
so incredibly proud of him,” said Liam.

Encouraged
Brian’s really encouraged by his progress -  
and his better health.

“I am happy and healthy now. I have a  
healthy heart, and I drink lots of water to help,” 
Brian said.

A huge well done to Brian!
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A fast food fix for Ross and John! 
Lockdown hasn’t stopped us getting our 
fast food fix! Ross and John, who live at 
our supported living service in Rossendale, 
Lancashire, had a fantastic time making 
burgers recently. Don’t they look delicious?

David gets a soup maker! 
You can’t beat a home-made soup! 
David, who lives in our supported living  
service in Sherborne, Dorset, has got a  
new soup maker. 

He’s been putting it to the test! 

Margaret gets busy soap-making!
Time to get creative! Margaret, who lives at our 
supported living service near Bath, Somerset, 
has been making scented soaps with a 
member of the Support Team. 

Don’t they look great?

An Alice in Wonderland party 
for World Book Day!
For World Book Day 2021 in March, we 
had an Alice in Wonderland Mad Hatter’s 
Tea Party at our supported living service in 
Newcastle-under-Lyme, Staffordshire! 

As you can see, we had lots of fun!
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We’re all used to hearing the words ‘Knock 
Knock’, followed by a punchline. 

But our Knock Knock campaign for this  
year’s Dignity Action Day, led by the  
National Dignity Council and held on  
1 February, was no joke.

“Respecting my privacy’
During last year’s Dignity Action Day,  
Lifeways asked everyone we support to share 
their views on what dignity meant for them.

One resounding answer was: “Respecting 
my privacy by knocking on my door before 
entering my room.”

Taking it seriously
That’s why this year, our #DAD2021 campaign, 
which we called Knock Knock, aims to remind 
every Lifeways colleague to take the privacy of 
the people we support very seriously.

And given that so many of us are currently 
spending more time at home than we normally 
would, respecting every individual’s privacy  
is particularly important.

So, to support people’s privacy, Lifeways 
providing every person we support with an  
A4-sized paper door knocker template, which 
you can see in the picture above.

This template can be printed out, and three 
top reasons why the individual wants privacy 
written in. The paper can then be laminated,  
or put in a plastic wallet, and placed on the 
door of the individual’s living space.

Knock Knock…  
who’s there? 
It’s our Dignity Action Day  
#DAD2021 campaign.

Here’s three things individuals we support 
have told us about their privacy:

1. Knock on the door and  
wait until answered

2. Be considerate of  
my personal space

3. I can spend time alone  
if I choose
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Caroline’s story: Transitioning 
from a residential service to a 
supported living apartment

What do you do if you live with a learning 
disability and physical limitations, and it’s no 
longer safe to live at home?

For Caroline, there were several steps in her 
journey transitioning from home to her own 
self-contained supported living apartment  
with Lifeways.

Spell in hospital
After a spell in hospital from injuries sustained 
from a fall, it wasn’t safe for Caroline to go back 
home. So Caroline moved to an emergency 
placement at a residential service with another 
provider, in Cambridgeshire.

While at the service, Caroline felt settled, and 
got on well with other people there – although 
the residential setting wasn’t appropriate for 
her needs.

Getting to know you
However, Caroline didn’t feel like moving just 
yet. So instead of formally assessing Caroline’s 
situation straight away, the Lifeways’ team 
in the Peterborough, Cambridge and Norfolk 
region first spent time getting to know her.

Despite the pandemic limiting face-to-face 
visits, Launa Hughes, the Lifeways’ Enquiry, 
Referral and Assessment Manager in the area, 
got to know Caroline via a weekly video call.

Likes and dislikes
Over several months, the two got acquainted 
– and Launa got to find out Caroline’s likes, 
dislikes, and support preferences.

When Caroline felt more comfortable, Launa 
introduced her to more people at Lifeways.

Caroline met Victoria Thornton, the service 
manager a newly-opened Lifeways supported 
living service in Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.  
The service is made up of 15 self-contained 
one-bedroom apartments and three one-
bedroom bungalows.

Virtual tours
Over video calls, Caroline was given virtual 
tours of the service – and liked what she saw.

While on the video calls, Caroline was also 
introduced to several of the people we support 
at the service who were more than happy to 
spend time with someone who might  
be moving in.

Settling in
Then, at the beginning of March, after a 
transition of several months, Caroline moved to 
the service and she’s settling in well.

As a large part of Caroline’s transition process 
was held virtually, over video calls, she’s already 
built up a rapport with other individuals at the 
service and the Support Team.

Taking the time
While moving home twice during a pandemic 
isn’t normally an ideal situation, for Caroline, 
it’s been a great opportunity to be able to plan 
further ahead – and to take the time to get to 
know a new place.

Welcome Caroline – and we’re so  
glad to support you!
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A Lifeways residential service has created a 
new way for family and friends to visit through 
the pandemic – with a visitor pod that’s both 
see-through and COVID-secure.

Abbeymoor Neurological Centre, located 
outside Gateshead, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, built 
the pod to facilitate the social visits in the run 
up to Christmas.

Missing loved ones
“Like many people, the people we support were 
missing the chance to meet and spend time 
with their loved ones,” said Louise Watson, 
Abbeymoor’s Registered Manager.

“We worked to hold video calls so people could 
stay in touch, but it wasn’t the same as face-to-
face contact.”

Thankfully, Abbeymoor already had an area 
suitable for adapting as a visitor pod – an 
extension with french doors opening out to the 
service’s garden.

Careful study
After a careful study of government guidance 
on visiting arrangements, Abbeymoor’s 
Maintenance Manager, Andy Thompson, built 
a partition sealing off the extension from the 
service. The partition is made from clear plastic 
sheeting, anchored to a timber frame.

Building the visitor pod took Andy just three 
days – and cost less than £400.  

Since Christmas, the visitor pod has been used 
several times a week for one-to-one visits.

“A lot of joy’
“Feedback from everyone has been fantastic,” 
said Louise, the manager.  

“It’s great to see family members and 
friends spend time with loved ones in a safe 
environment, which has brought a lot of joy as 
well and peace of mind.”

Abbeymoor Neurological Centre gets  
creative to make face-to-face visits happen  
– and stay COVID-safe
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“I feel I’m becoming 
more independent”: 
How Kirsty moved from 
her mum and dad’s 
house to a Lifeways 
supported living service

For Kirsty, moving to her own place from her 
mum and dad’s house was a big step – and 
she was nervous at first. But now she’s settled 
in, she’s delighted with her new home.

Back in January, Kirsty was one of the first 
people to move to St Thomas House, a new 
Lifeways supported living service in North 
Walsham, Norfolk.

Self-contained
Kirsty has her own self-contained apartment at 
St Thomas House, which contains a total of 16 
apartments. She enjoys both independence and 
support when she needs it, delivered by an on 
site Support Team.

“I am really happy here and love my flat,” says 
Kirsty. “The staff are very friendly and are 
always there to help when I need it.”

“My confidence is growing’
Each apartment at St Thomas House contains 
a spacious open plan kitchen and dining room, 
and a large bathroom. The supported living 
service also contains a shared garden for people 
who live there to enjoy.

“I feel I’m becoming more independent and my 
confidence is growing,” says Kirsty.

“Firm friendships’
Currently, St Thomas House is home to six 
other young individuals – and Kirsty’s already 
formed some firm friendships.

“I have made some lovely friends with the girls 
I live next to,” she adds.

Right now, Kirsty says she’s looking forward to 
summer so she can grow vegetables, socialise 
in the garden, and hold barbecues.

“Much-needed step’
St Thomas House’s manager, Tristan Wilton, 
says many people at the service – Kirsty 
included – have thrived with the independence 
and support on offer.

“It’s great to see young people we support 
at the service take that much-needed step 
into their own apartments and the life of 
independence they crave.”

To see seven young people move in and to 
notice the difference life at the service has 
made to them and their families’ lives has been 
“a joy” says Tristan.

“Myself and my team are very excited 
for the future.”
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“I’m so grateful to live here”: Jenny’s story
Jenny moved into the service in December, and settled down 
nicely ahead of Christmas. It’s been her third move since she 
left her parents’ home – and she’s delighted to have found a 
place she’s happy at.

“I can honestly say I think this is my “forever home,’ says 
Jenny. “I looked at the flat in September with my mum and 
dad. As soon as I walked in I said “yes.’ It is gorgeous and has 
everything I need.”

“Fun as well”
Jenny moved into her apartment with support from her  
Social Worker and the Lifeways Support Team.

“My staff team are great and are not only helpful, but  
fun as well,” says Jenny.

Right now, Jenny’s busy developing her skills in the  
kitchen – and in her picture above, you can see her making 
pasta from scratch!

She’s looking forward to better times and nicer weather for 
some barbecues in the garden. “Thank you Lifeways, you have 
made me very happy.” says Jenny. 

Our pleasure, Jenny!

“I’m so grateful to live here”:  
People we support weigh in 
on our Liverpool service

At Lifeways, we’re proud of providing top-quality supported living services that 
support individuals to maximise their independence. And we love hearing from 
individuals who’ve been settling into their new homes!

One of our purpose-built supported living services outside Liverpool  
supports adults with learning disabilities. It’s made up of eight self-contained  
one-bedroom apartments. 

Every individual can access a communal garden with a patio for spending time 
outdoors. We spoke to three people we support who’ve recently moved in – and 
asked how they’re getting on...
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“My neighbours are 
amazing”: Aleksiya’s story
Aleksiya moved into the service in 
December, the same month as Jenny.

“I am so excited because I have my 
own place to live,” says Aleksiya. As a 
wheelchair user, Aleksiya finds the best 
thing about her purpose-built apartment is 
the adapted oven she can easily reach.

“I love my flat because I can cook my own 
meals using the cooker,” Aleksiya adds.

And when Aleksiya’s not cooking her own 
meals, she’s sharing with her neighbours.

“Amazing’
“My neighbours are amazing and if 
they cook something they always 
offer me some,” she says.

“Staff are always really reliable, and 
they are there when I need support. 
I am so grateful to live here.”

We’re really glad you like the 
apartment, Aleksiya!

“I’ve had the confidence to start 
an online course”: Adam’s story
Adam also recently moved in. Before 
the move, Adam lived in his own flat, 
without much support - but didn’t feel 
safe and happy where he was living.

“The atmosphere here is much more relaxed 
and due to this I feel much more confident.”

“I am not isolated as I was before, this is 
because of the support the Lifeways team 
has given me. When unsure of issues 
such as dealing with letters and bills, 
staff are on hand to offer me help.”

Learning German
Now Adam’s feeling settled, he’s had the 
confidence to start an online course to learn 
German – something he’d always wanted to do.

“Due to feeling a lot happier in my 
surroundings I have had the confidence 
to start an online course.”

Good luck with the German course, 
Adam – or should we say: Viel Glück!


